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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
23,1 (1982) 
METAMATHEMATICS OF THE ALTERNATIVE SET THEORY II 
Antonin SOCHOR 
Abstract: In the paper we continue in the inves t iga-
t ion of metamathematics of the Alternative Set Theory which 
we began in CS 11. We compare AST with formalizationa of 
Cantor s se t theory as far as i t concerns equivalence of a-
xiomatic systems and i n t e r p r e t a b i l i t y of one theory in the 
second one. 
Kev words: Alternative 8et theory, interpretat ion, 
KM"", second an th ird order ari thmetics , equivalence of axio-
matic systems. 
C l a s s i f i ca t ion: Primary 03E70, 03H99 
Secondary 03H20 
The al ternat ive se t theory (AST) as a formal system of 
axioms was introduced in ES 11 where even an introduction 
to the whole serie9 can be found. We use the notions defined 
in CVJ and [S 13. 
In the fourth sect ion we demonstrate that Z-?ciin i s equi-
valent to the system of those axioms of AST which deal with 
set9 only, and that the theories KM în and AST_5 • -| A52 are 
equ ivalent. Furthermore, we show aome statements equivalent 
to the axiom of GB-class (A4) and to the schema of regu l ar i -
ty (A8). At the end of t h i s sec t ion we point out one d i f f e -
rence between AST and the theory of semisets . 
In the f i f t h 9ection we invest igate interpretat ions CL 
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corresponding to models (X . We enow that CL ia an inter-
pretation of AST_5 in TC + A6 + A7 • CI N 2 ^ i n » Further-
more d is an interpretation of the prolongation axiom iff 
Ct is saturated (assuming CI ^ Z ^a*n) and every fully 
revealed model is saturated. 
In § 6 we conatruct two particular interpretations us-
ing the ultraproduct construction and the method ox* trees 
and we show that the theories AST, KM", A3 and TC • A51 • A6I 
are alike strong in the sense of interpret ability. In the 
last section we demonstrate that the theories K % i n
 and A S T-5 
+ A52 are strictly weaker than AST in the sense of interpre-
tability using the statement that if T is a theory stronger 
than TC and if S is a recursive theory such that there is an 
interpretation of ZF̂ -,. • Con(S) in T then the formula Conp(^) 
is provable in T. 
§ 4. Equivalence of axiomatic systems. At the beginning 
of this 9ection we show some statements which are equivalent 
to the axiom of GB-class. The axiom A4 guarantees the exis-
tence of GB-clas9 9uch that the universal class is its sole 
n^ -element which is nearly universal. The following state-
ments show that assuming A41, the axiom A4 is equivalent to 
the existence of the GB-class without ^-elements which are 
proper semisets. Further, the following theorem show9 that A4 
i3 even equivalent to induction for finite set-formulas i.e. 
to the statement (V# e jply) (V .-=((<? (0) ft ( V x) ( Vy)( q(x) -* 
— * » < x u t y i > » — * < V x ) $ ( x ) ) ) . 
Lemma (ETC • A41). The following statements are equiva-
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lent: 
(a) there is no nearly universal class different from 
V, i.e. 
( VxMNun(X)— * X =- V) 
(b) axiom of replacement, i . e . 
( V F ) ( Vx) (Se t ( f "x ) ) 
(c) there i s no proper semise t , i . e . 
(\/X)(Sms(X)—-v Se t (X) ) . 
Proof. The imp l i ca t ion (a)—>(b) follows from the fact 
t ha t Set(F"x)—•> Set(.F"(x u l y l ) ) . I f X£x then X » ( Id f^X^x 
and hence we get the second imp l i ca t ion . To prove the remain-
ing impl i ca t ion ( c )—> (a) l e t us assume tha t Nun(X) & xcV-X 
ho l d s . Put Y =- i y e X ; y ^ x i . Obviously Y£P(x) and the a s s -
umption Set(Y) con t r ad ic t s the axiom of f i n i t y s ince for e -
very y s Y we can choose q c ( x - y ) (because x 4 Y) and from 
t h i s the formula y c ( y u l q O t X fo l lows. 
Let us note tha t the f i r s t two impl ica t ions are provab-
le even in BTC, on the o ther hand fo r the proof of the l a s t 
imp l i ca t ion we used two p a r t i c u l a r case9 of the axiom A41, 
namely the power-set axiom and the axiom of f i n i t y . These 
axioms are even necessary s ince e . g . Godel-Bernays se t t h e -
ory i s an ex tens ion of BTC • power-set axiom in which the 
negat ion of the axiom of f i n i t y (and hence even i ( V X ) 
(Nun(X) —* X = V)) ho l d s . 
Consequence (TC • A41). I f S i s a GB-class then the 
fo l lowing condi t ions are equ iva l en t : 
(a) ( VX ifc S)(Nun(X) —>X = V) 
(b) (\/X -rlS)(Sm9(X) —-> Se t (X)) . 
Let the symbol S;it denote the satisfaction class w.r.t. 
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the model - . V ^ I d * ^ i . e . 
Sat = 4<< a 1 > . . . f a J c >, g>> ; cpe FLy & V »= cp ( a l f . . . , a^ ) } . 
Theorem (TC). The c lass FL^x \Olv Sat x i l l i s a GB-
c lass and each i t s ^-element i s an ri-element of every GB-
c l a s s . 
Proof. We have E * Sat" - f x e y i and a = S a t " - f x c a i . 
Thus the well-known equa l i t i e s e .g . dom(Sat"i<p(x ,x l t . . . 
. . . , x k ) } ) » Sat"-f(3 x ) g j , (Sat"4<gp(x l fx2)i)"
1 -» 
« Sat"{cp U2fxx)l and $at
nif} - Sat"{^J = Sat" iq &nif] 
show the f i r s t statement. The second one follows from the 
Bernays met a the or em. 
Let us now summarize some statements which are ( in TC -i 
• A4) equivalent to the schema of regulari ty (A8): 
(a) the schema of c - induction i . e . the sohema with 
the axiom ( V x)( ( Vy e x) ( $ (y)) ~> $ (x)) - > ( Vx) $ (x) for 
every set-formula $ , 
(b) the conjunction of the axiom of regularity (A81) 
and of the axiom of trans i t ive closure (A82), 
(c) the schema of regularity for (formal) f i n i t e s e t -
formulas of the language F-Ly i . e . 
( V y e FLyHVr- ( ( J x) (<J (x))—* ( 3 x ) ( y ( x ) & 
& ( V y e x M - i y ( y ) ) ) ) ) 
(d) the formula (3S)(GB(S) & (V X >) S ) (X+0 —* 
~~* ( J y e X H y n X =- 0))X 
The equivalence of A8 and (a) was demonstrated in § 1 
ch. I LV3, the equivalence of (c) and (d) follows from the 
la s t theorem. The proof (b)—^ A8 can be found e .g . in § 1 
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[ S I ] , where we claimed that A82 is a particular case of A3. 
To be quite precise let us show it now: For every x with 
(V y£ x)(3 z)(Tran(z) & y s z) there is a set b with 
C V y £x)( B z £b)(Tran(z) & y a z) - it is sufficient to col-
lect sets with the desirable property and with the minimal 
type. Putting e =* P( V I z e b, Tran(z)}) we get xe c & 
* Tran(c). .Further since ¥ t=- 2 ^p .tnf the statement (c) is e-
quivalent to V )= A 81 & A82 (the symbol Ai is used both for 
metaformula and its formalization; this would not lead to a 
misunderstanding) and moreover that last formula is equivar-
lent to A81 & A82. 
Let us note that we have proved that the axiom A8 is e-
quivalent to the schema of regularity for finite set-formu-
las and in this point properties of the axioms A4 and A8 dif-
fer considerably since we shall see later that the axiom A4 
is strictly stronger than the axiom A41. Further let us note 
that in ZF the axiom of transitive closure is provable (be-
cause the axiom of infinity is available) and hence as the 
axiom of regularity is accepted the axiom A81 alone. On the 
other hand, we shall show later that the axiom A82 is not 
provable in AST_g ••- A81. 
Now let us investigate the connection between AST and 
theories of finite sets which are obtained by formalizations 
of Cantor's ideas as far as it concerns .the equivalence of a-
xiomatic systems. Our first metatheorem asserts that Z-?^n 
is equivalent to the system of those axioms of the alternati-
ve: set theory which deal with sets only. 
Metatheorem. z-*pin *
s equivalent to the theory with the 
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axioms A l l , A3, A41 and A8. 
Demonstration. The impl ica t ion from r i g h t to l e f t was 
shown in § 1 ch. I IY3» Using the equa l i ty x u "fy} « U ( x , i y H 
w« see tha t the axiom A3 i s a t r i v i a l consequence of the 
pa i r ing and sum axioms. To prove A41 in Z$p4n l
e t us assume 
tha t $ ( x ) i s a set-formula and tha t there i s a set x such 
t ha t the conjunction $ ( 0 ) & ( Vy)( Vq)( <$(y)—> $ (y u 
\j{q\)) & i <J> (x) ho lds . Put z = { y ; y £ x & $>(y)5, such a se t 
e x i s t s by the power-set axiom and by the replacement schema. 
Evidently Oe z and moreover f o r y d z we have x - y f O . There-
fore fo r every y e x we can choose q with q c (x-y) and by the 
d e f i n i t i o n of z we get yc (y o-[q])£ z which cont rad ic t s the 
axiom of f i n i t y . 
Hence using the l a s t statement and the f i r s t lemma of 
t h i s s e c t i o n we see tha t the theory TC • A41 + A8 + 
• -i A52 (BTC + A41 • A8 + i A52 r e s p e c t i v e l y ) i s equivalent 
to the theo ry ™pin ^
GBFin r e s P e c t i v e ] L y ) • B u t w e a r e a b l e *° 
prove more, namely 
Metqtheorem* ™£±n i s eQuivalent to AST^ + -, A52. 
Demonstration. We have to prove the axioms A4, A6 and 
A7 in KM..,. • The f i r s t r equ i red statement follows from the 
r in 
f i r s t lemma and the f i r s t theorem of t h i s s e c t i o n . Let us 
proceed in KMcMn* T n e r e i s a n one-one mapping of V onto K 
(cf. § 1 ch. I I LVD) and thus we get A6 because N i s w e l l -
ordered according to ~i A52. Moreover we have Count(V) (cf. 
the d e f i n i t i o n of th i s no t ion in LS 1]) and hence there i s 
no uncountable d i s s and thence the axiom A7 i s s a t i s f i e d 
t r i v i a l l y . 
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AST admits proper semisets and in this aspect this the-
ory is similar to the theory of semisets (TSS, see LV-H3). 
In TSS (with an axiom of regularity) the statement 
('#) ( Vx)(Set(Xnx)) — > ( Vx)(Set(dom(X)ox)) 
is provable. Since the formula (* ) is simpler than our axi-
om A4 it seems to be convenient to strengthen AST assuming 
the axiom (* ) instead of A4. Unfortunately, this is impos-
sible since such a theory would be inconsistent as the fol-
lowing result shows (cf. LSo 3j). 
Theorem (AST). For every oc e (N - FN) there is an in-
creasing function F with dom(F) i. ̂  & i Sms(rng(F)) such 
that we have ( V x) (Set(x n J?)). 
Proof* The class XL of all ordinal numbers was defined 
in § 3 ch. II tVJ in such a way that nSms(il). Let 
oC e (N - FN) be given. Then the class R = \ (I ; ( Vn £ FN) (/5 • 
• n < oc )} is a .of-class. This class has no maximal element 
and hence it is no set. Therefore according to the last theo-
rem of § 5 ch. II IVJ we can by induction (cf. § 3 ch. II [ Vj) 
construct an increasing function G such that dom(G) =- H & 
& \1G" n K R# Moreover, by induction, we can construct an in-
creasing function f ̂  for every ft e il so that 
a) f^^ ft x Gift) 
b) f ^ = ffl u <ft ,G(/3)>] 
c) ( V T £ {ft n f t ) ) ( f r « f I
s ( U d o m ( f r ) + D ) . 
In f a c t , i f f] i s a l imit ord inal ( i . e . ( \ / y e JQ. )(-#•• 
• 1 + (1 ) ) , then we put 2 » -\x;(.3 f ) ( M f i s an increasing func-
tion" U s p x G ( p ) & (v y £ x ) ( y == f r ( U dom(y) • 1))J and 
X =- 4x;0~-fcx £ 4 f ^ : y €< p nSi)} & F in (x ) } . Thus X i s a coun-
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t tb le aubsemiset of Z which i s d irected and Z i s a s e t - t h e -
o r e t i c a l l y definab le c l a s s . Hence by the theorem on count-
able d irected semisets (see § 4 ch. IT V]) we are able to 
choose xe Z so that {t^ ; y 6 ( ft r\SX)}Q x an& p^t fw » U x. 
Final ly we put F » U { f ; /3 e n } . Then dom(F) £ oc 
and U rng(F) = N and, moreover, F i s an increasing func-
t ion . Therefore we have only to prove that the formula 
( V x ) (Set (xnF) holds . Let x S N 2 be given. There i s ft e SI 
with rng(x) Q ft and using the properties of functions f^ y 
we get (F-f ^ )r> x = 0 and thence the class Pn x =- f« r. x i s 
a s e t . 
§ 5. Interpretat ions . Let A01 denote the formula 
(V x , y , z ) ( ( x a y & xe z) --> y e z ) . If Ot = - [A ,E , I} n i s a 
model then for every X we define X^ = -Cy; (3 x£ X)( 01 N= x -» 
=* y)$ (the saturation of X), Let us r e c a l l that the interpre-
tat ion £1 was defined in § 3 [S 1 ] . For every X we have e v i -
dently Cls a ' (X o t ) and, moreover, i f Ut N A01 then 
Cls (EMzi) for every z € A. 
Lemma (TC). I f Ct r= AOl & All & A3 then F i n ^ ( X ^ ) = 
-s C JX)CFin(X) & X^-r X a ) ; and further Count (X) - * 
—? (Count ( X ^ J v F i n ( X ^ ) ) . Supposing moreover the ax i -
om A61 we get even Count a ( X a ) — > ( 3 X) (Count(X> & X ^=-
= X^)» 
Proof. If Fin(X) & ~i F i n a ( X a ) then the class -lq;q £ 
£ X & n Fin ( q ^ H i s not empty and hence there i s a mini-
mal ( w . r . t . £ ) element of t h i s c lass which contrad icts the 
assumption 01 1= A3. 
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Assuming F i n a ( X a ) we put Z =- iyc 4, 'FMyH X S t 
& ~i (-i Y)(Fin(Y) & Eniy\ = Yc£& I f there would e x i s t no X 
with Fin(X) & X^= X ^ then Z * 0 & C l s ^ t Z ) & ( 2 c p(x k ; )& . 
Thus there would be y s Z with ( V z) (E" \z} c E"iy} —-> z ^ Z ) 
which con t rad ic t s the d e f i n i t i o n of Z. 
2 I f R£ A i s a wel l -o rder ing of an i n f i n i t e c lass X 
which has f i n i t e segments only , then 
{x; (2 y ,z) ( < y ,z > £ R & 6t I- x * <y,z > ) & ( Vu,v) (( OL )=* y = 
=* u & 2 = v) — » ( < y f u > < _ . R & < z f v > £ R ) H 
is an Cl -we 11 -ordering of the class X . and, moreover, this 
ordering has only Cl -finite segments by the first statement 
of this lemma and thence Fin^ (X^) v Count a ( X ^ ) . Let us 
note that if I is a partialization of identity, then we have, 
moreover, Count (X)—> Count a (X^). 
Let R^ be an Ch -we 11-ordering of an (̂ -infinite class 
X^ having Cl -finite segments only. Tut Z = i<x,n>;(3y) 
(y^n H & (V'zcy)(za ^-,v^ - J z; (<z,x>£ R
 a ) d J ) & 
& neFN^. Evidently X a = rng(Z) & dom(Z) = FN & ( V n e FN) 
( Vx,y)((\/x,n>cZ & <y,n>cZ) —=> 01 }=- x = y ) . Therefore, ac-
cording to the £»xiom A61 we can choose F£ Z with dom(F) = F8 
and for this function we get (rngCF))^^ X . 
Lemma (TC). If 01 r~ A01 & All & A3 then for every set-
formula cp of the language FL and every a-...,a c A we have 
( T V gr (E"4.a1if...fEManr))
fl' =• G£ .- cr (a l f... fa n). 
In particular, if q is a formalization of a set-sentence cj? 
then <£^ =- U .=-- cr . 
Proof can be done by induction. In fact, (V»-EH4a1} € 
t E" i a 2 \ ) ^ : E" \ Q £ e^ E"4a2i r ( 3 a3 & E"-fa2*) (E"-Saj? = 
-= EM{a3i) - ( i a 3 £ E ^ a ^ K Ct M ax = a3) - Cila3)( Gt> 8l -
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= a 3 & a 3 e a2^— LX ^ Bi G a 2* Fur ther we have 
(VV-(ax) 9 ( x , E N { a 1 } , . . . , E
w - ( a n l ) )
a = (( 3 x) (V i= <£ (x,EM4 a-) , 
. . . , E M a n 3 ) ) )
a / H (£) a £ A)(V»-<j(E"-[a5,EM-[a1^ f . . . 
. . . , E M a n U ^ - ( 3 a<s A)( CI 1= g> ( a f a l f . . . , a n ) ) -
= Ct i= (il x) c$> ( x f a l t . . . , a n ) . 
Metatheorem. & i s an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of TC i n TC • 
+ 01 \= A01 & All & A3. Moreover, the formulas (Ot t=- A4l)-> 
—> A4^ , A6—>A6 a and (A6 & tf)—> W^ are provable i n 
the l a t e r mentioned theo ry . 
Demonstration. Let us proceed in the theo ry i n ques-
t i o n . According to the d e f i n i t i o n of CL - c l a s s e s we have 
((V X,Y,Z)((X = Y & XeZ) —> Y e Z ) ) ^ . I f x < s X a - Y^ then 
E«ix} £^ X a . Assuming &{x\ ^ Y a we would get a se t y 
with ye Y^& EM^y}-= Bn{x\ and hence i t would the formula 
01 H x a y ho ld , which con t r ad i c t s the d e f i n i t i o n of (X -
c l a s s e s . Therefore we have proved Al . 
The formula A2"' i s a t r i v i a l conaequence of the axiom 
A2; the statement A3 fo l lows from the assumption Ot )= A11& 
& A3. The l a s t lemma implies the imp l i ca t ion (Ctt .-=• A41) —->• 
—> A4 according to the four th s e c t i o n . I f ^ i s a w e l l -
o rder ing of V, we put R = -iz; ( 3 x fy) ( x ^ y & CjX }=- z = 
= <x fy> & (V u , v ) ( ( 01 |=- x = u & y = v) — > ( x ^ u & y ^ 
- = v ) ) ) J . Evident ly C l s ^ ( R ) and R i s an Ob -we l l -o rde r ing 
of V a . This shows the imp l i ca t ion A6 - > A 6 ^ . 
I f X and Y^ are CI-uncountable c lasses then by A6 
we are able to choose minimal X, Y with X^ = X , Y ^ s X 
and, moreover, X and Y are uncountable by the f i r s t lemma 
of t h i s s e c t i o n . According to the axiom A7 there i s a one-
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one mapping F of X onto Y and thus the c lass F ^ = {z; 
( 3 x,y) ( < x , y > ^ F a (X f=- 2 =<'x,y>.r i s an A-one-one map-
ping of X ^ o n t o Y ^ . 
Let us note tha t in p a r t i c u l a r the previous r e s u l t s 
show tha t (L i s an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of TC + A4 in TC • it )== 
*== ^ ^ P i n a n d therefore even in ZF + Ol M ^ * ^ p i n * 
Following the d e f i n i t i o n of w-V^-saturatued models" 
which i s usual in the model theory in ZF, we de f ine : 
Def in i t ion (TC). A model Ol ~ *£k , ! , ! } 7 1 i s s a tu r a t ed 
i f f for every sequence -iy n;nsFN} of formulas of the l a n -
guage FLA we have ( V n) ( 3 x € A) ( CI 1= cp Q ( X ) & . . . & 
& 9 n ( x ) ) - > ( 3 x € A ) ( V n ) ( a i = 9 n ( x ) ) . 
Theorem (TC • A6l) . I f CtN* 2 ^ l n then C£ i s s a t u r a -
ted i f f the formula A5^ ho lds . 
Proof. Let us assume at f i r s t that the formula A5 
holds and tha t ( V n ) ( - 3 x € A ) ( <X 1- 9 Q ( x ) & . . . & cp n (x ) ) . 
For every n e FN we can choose an & - n a t u r a l number 06n so 
t h a t the formula (3xeA){ Ol t= x e ? ( c ^ n ) & 9 Q ( x ) & . . . 
. . . & 9 n ^
x ^ holds . According to the l a s t r e s u l t s Cb i s an 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of TC + A4 + A3 • A8 in our theory and hence 
the re i s an (l-natural number 06 with (V n) ( OL N- cCn^ °c) 
by the second theorem of the l a s t par t of § 4 ch. I LV1 and 
by the f i r s t lemma of t h i s s e c t i o n . Put x ^ = -(y; it Y-- y t 
t P ( o C ) & 9*0(y) & . . . & 9 n ( y > K Since Ct 1 -= >d i / < p l n we get 
( S e t ( x n
i ) & x n
a + 0 & x n t . i c x n
a 0 a for every ne FN. Thus we 
obtain H 4 x£ ; n c FNifi A f 0 by the f i f t h theorem of the 
l a s t par t of § 4 ch. I 11TJ. 
On the other hand, l e t us suppose that OL i s a s a t u r a -
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ted model. According to the f i r s t lemma of t h i s sect ion for 
every F ^ with Count^(F^) there i s a countable class X 
with X^=* F . Furthermore, for every x 5 X there i s a e A 
with ( V y € x ) ( i X i=- y<sa & Fnc(a)) and thus there i s ac A 
with ( V x e X H 01 t= (Fnc(a) & xea)) from which F ^ s ^ Ewia? 
fo l lows. 
The following notions were defined in § 5 ch . II [ V ] , 
§ 2 LS-V 11 and § 2 L'S-V 2 ] : A c lass i s revealed i f f for 
each countable X£X there i s a set u so that X £ u ^ X and a 
c lass X i s ca l l ed fu l ly revealed i f f for every normal formu-
la 9 ( z , Z ) of the language FL the c lass {x; <p (xfX)$ i s reve-
aled . A c lass X i s ca l led a revealment of a c lass X i f f X i s 
a f u l l y revealed c lass such that for every normal formula 
cp(Z) of the language FL we have g>M 2 j ? ( I ) , Let us note 
that i f rfr i s a revealment of a model Ot then Ot and £fr* 
are elementarily equivalent. In TS-V 23 i t was shown that in 
AST every c lass has a revealment; in part icular , there i s a 
l o t of models which are f u l l y revealed . 
Theorem (AST). I f OL *= AOl & All & A3 i s fu l l y revea-
l ed , then the formula A5"' holds . 
Proof. I f Count^ ( F ^ ) & F n c ^ ( F ^ ) then by the f i r s t 
lemma of t h i s sect ion there i s a function G of FN into A 
with F^a (rng(G))^ . According to the prolongation axiom 
there i s g 2 G . The class ico £ dom(g); C.3 x €A)( ( g " ^ ) ^ £ 
w ^ Ew(x"i & OL M Fnc(x))j i s revealed and i t contains FN and 
hence we can choose oo f EW and aeA with ( g * ^ ) ^ s ^ ^ f a l i 
&01& Fnc(a), from which (Set(E" Cai) & Fa<= liKaJ & 
& FnctEHal,})^ fo l lows . 
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Theorem (AST). Every two elementarily equivalent sa-
turated models are isomorphic. 
Proof can be done using the usual model-theoretic ar-
gument (cf. also the first part of § 1 ch. V LVJ). If Jl = 
= {k^,!}^ and <# = iB,^,^.^ then A and B can be well-
ordered by type SL since there is no countable saturated 
model. By induction we are able to construct a sequence 
{F^ ; cc £ CLT$ of countable functions so that for every oo , 
£ £ 11 it is 
(a) dom(Fo0) (rng(Fo0) respectively) contains first nc ele-
ments of A (B respectively) 
(b) c*,< /3 — > i^s tfi 
(c) i f cp £ FL and i f x -_ , . . . fx e dom(FoC ) then 
C# }= 9 ( X ] L , . . . , x n ) -r- >& p* cp (F^ (X-.), . . . - .POC (-<„)>• 
Let us note tha t the coun t ab i l i t y or funct ions J^ en-
ables us t o code these funct ions by s e t s and hence the usual 
induct ion works. In f a c t , i f ae A-dom(FoC) i s g iven, then we 
define V = - f c j ( z , a 1 , . . . , a n ) ; <y e FL & a l 9 • •• , a n £ dom(FoC ) & 
& Ol j=- gp ( a , a l f . . • fa n )J . Then V i s countable and i f formu-
l a s y 1 ( z , a 1 , . . . , a n ) , . . . , ^ k ^
z , a l , # " , a n ^ a r e e -* e m e n t^ 
of V , then 
#v r- G x ) l ^ i ^ i ^ o c ^ i ^ f M ^ o c ( a n ) ) & . . • & 
& ^ ( x j F ^ ( a - ) , . . . jF^ ( a n ) ) ) thus using the fac t tha t U 
i s s a t u r a t e d , there i s b e B so tha t cr ( z , a - , • . . , a n ) c P -s 
—> & h~ y ^i-^oc ^ a l ^ » # , , » F o c ^ a n ^ # T n i 3 e n a b l e a u s t o e x ~ 
tend the mapping F^ . 
Consequence. In AST + A5^ + A5**5 • t t r * ^ F i n • 
+ Ct " -̂v we can prove $ - <£ for every (even non-
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normal) formula $ . 
Demontration. In the theory in question we are able 
to fix an isomorphism H of Oi onto & . Further, by in-
duction, we can show T ^(X-/1,... ,Xn
a) = if ̂  (H'^X-^),... 
...,HM(Xn
a)). 
§ 6. Interpretability. At first we are going to imi-
tate the usual ultrapower construction (see e.g. TB-SJ) in 
TC with the following two assumptions; 
(a) A6 & Ot =4'A,E,1 ^ & Ct h A01 & All & A3 
(b) All functions of .FN in to A are rj, "-elements of a c l a s s 
B a K*AOiu S .x4 l$ . 
Let us r e a l i z e tha t a c lass B s a t i s f y i n g our second 
condi t ion can be f ixed in TC * A51 for every countable A. 
In f a c t , Ax FN i s countable in t h i s case and hence there are 
X and G with (V Y<?x)(3 y)(Y = ynX) & FnctG"
1) & GMX =- A x FN. 
Therefore , a l l subclasses of A,* FN are -/? -elements of the 
c l a s s V^{0 iv -Kz ,y> ; z e Gn(Xf^y) } x i l j . Fur ther l e t us no-
te tha t a l l functions F^AxFN are ^ -elements of the c l a s s 
V x 4 0 * u { < x , f>; x c f r FN I x -[ i J in TC • A5 and tha t both 
AST and KM" are extensions of the theory in quest ion 
(KM~F A5 according to Set(<-^>) and according to the r e p l a c e -
ment schema). 
Using the axiom of choice and our assumption (b) we can 
const ruct as usual (cf. e . g . § 4 ch. I l C V J ) a n o n - t r i v i a l 
u l t r a f i l t e r Z with FN ^ Z, i . e . a c lass Z such tha t 
( i ) CVX,Xf ft*)((X i Z &. Y >i Z)~ s (XnY) 7i Z) , 
( i i ) ( V X ? F N ) ( X ^ Z r "i (FN-X) ^ Z) and 
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Cii i ) ( Vm€FN)(-in;n>mJ ->i Z ) . 
We define 
A =- {x^K;Fnc(S"4x '0 & A n;Sw4x}(n>€ A } ^ z\ 
B *U x , y > ; x , y e 7 & i n; a *=-- S ^ x i t n ) € S"-£yKn) j \ Z} 
I -~--i<x,y>;x,y€T&^n; a H S " W ( n ) s S"4yHn)i » Zi 
and we put G£ as - fA- I - l ] ^ = Ul( Of ,B ,Z) . 
By induct ion we can prove Los" s theorem (cf. e . g . ch. 5 
IB-S]) and hence for every q> £ FL and every x 1 , . . . , x J Q c X 
we have (X >=- 9 ( x l t . . . ,xfc) i f f - ( n ; c^ j==- Op (S 'Hx- jMn) , . . . 
. . . , S , , | x k l ( n ) ) j ^ Z. 
We are going to repeat from the proof of Los" ' s theorem only 
the n o n t r i v i a l s t ep concerning e x i s t e n t i a l q u a n t i f i e r . Let 
-in; 01 \= O x ) 9 ( x , S w i x ^ ( n ) , . . . ,Sw-ixk^ (n)) } ^ Z. By the 
axiom of choice there i s F with dom(F) = FN and such t h a t 
{n\ 01 i=- 9 ? ( F ( n ) , S
M { x 1 l ( n ) , . . M S
M { x k ^ n ) ) ? ^ Z* Since a l l 
funct ions of FN i n t o A are ^ -elements of B, t he re i s x c T 
with S"4x} ss F and thence by the induct ion hypothes is we get 
GC !=• 9? (XJX-J^,. . . , x k ) . 
Now we show A5 a . Let (Count(F a ) & F n c ( F ^ ) ) a , There i s 
X = i a n ; n c F N } £ A with F
a = - X -̂r according to the f i r s t lemma 
of the l a s t s e c t i o n . Put Zn =- {m> n; ( 3 a e A) ( V k< n)( Ol i= 
|=rFnc(a) & S"-{akj(m) c a)} for every n€FN. Evident ly
 z
n - - -
z
n + i 
and 0 { ZLjneFN} = 0 and moreover Z n ^ Z because F ^ i s a 
rX - func t i on . Furthermore, there i s a funct ion G such t h a t 
dom(G) = FN & ( Vx .s (Zn~Z + 1 ) ( Vk< n) (C&V* S"^ak}(x) e 
e G(x) & Fnc(G(x)) ) . By our second assumption there i s a e A 
with (Vn£FN) (S"4aUn) = G ( n ) ) . Evidently cTr= Fnc(a) and 
for each n c FN we have im; Cii ^ Sw-fan} (m) £ S
M |a j (m)} g. 
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5 Z 1) Z from which Ot t= a n £ a fo l lows. As a consequence 
of the l a s t statement we get F°"^tl K"ia\ which f in i shes the 
proof of the statement A5 . 
By § 3, ,T %) is a countable model of 2 ^o*n* ^bus 
the previous considerations and results of the fifth section 
show in particular the following statements. 
Me tat he ore m. There is an interpretation of AST in TC +• 
• A51 + A6 + A7 (and hence even in KM~ + A6 + A7). 
Now we are going to construct an interpretation of KM~ 
in TC • A51 + A61 (and thus even in AST). In the constructi-
on Gandy s and Zbierski's ideas are used (see [ZJ). 
Functions F and G are called isomorphic iff there is a 
one-one mapping H of dom(F)u rng(F) onto dom(G)u rng(G) such 
that ( V xty){y =* Fix) = H(y) = G(H(x)). 
According to the axiom A51 there is a countable class A 
with ( \/X 9A)( 3 a)(X = a n A ) . Since the class FN2 is countab-
le, we can enumerate A so that A =4a^ :meFN£ and interpre-
1 n,m r 
te an m as a code for <n,m>. We put a « i ^ n ^ ) ; an m£ a"f and 
let A^ denote the class of all a such that 
(a) ef is a function which has no non-identical automorphism 
(b) (3 !n)(n<£(rng(a)-dom(#)) 
(c) a is well-founded, i.e. ( V X Sdom(a)) (X^O -> -i X £ a M X ) . 
The element n with n G (rng(a)-domCa)) is called a-maxi-
mal and elements x for which a(x) = n are called a-almost ma-
ximal. For a c A # we put S ^ x « a Hy;( 3 n e FN) (3C^. .jj^y) 
} .. n-times 
...) = xj and at the end we define Efr as the class of all 
ordered pairs <a,b)> of elements of A^such trnt there is b-
almost maximal element n such that ID r I*1 n is isomorphic to a" 
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and I* as the class of all ordered pairs < a,b> e (A"* ) 
such that '# and b are isomorphic* 
Lemma (TC + A51). If a,beA* have the same #-ele-
ments (i.e. (E# ) M -i'aj * (E* )"ibi) then <a,b> e I* . 
Proof. Under our assumption for every a-almost maxi-
mal element n there is a b-almost maximal element m so that 
aM^ n and 1> M" m are isomorphic. This element is determin-
ed uniquely according to our requirement (a); from the same 
reason there is only one such isomorphism. Therefore we can 
extend these "partial" isomorphisms to an isomorphism of a' 
onto b. 
Lemma (TC * A5l). If X is a subclass of A# which is 
either finite or countable, then there is a e r which # -
contains exactly all elements of X, i.e. 
( V b e A ^ )«b,a>£ E * = (3 ceX)«c,b> e I4 ). 
Proof. Let & be a we l l -o rder ing of X and i f X i s coun-
t ab le then we r e q u i r e , moreover, tha t ^ i s a we l l -o rde r ing 
of type GO . By induct ion w . r . t . -£ t o every a e X we const -
ruc t a^e A*** so that for every b < a , sT i s isomorphic t o a^ 
and we have ( i ) 0 <£ (dom("a1) u r n g ( a 1 ) ) , ( i i ) i f 
n c (dom(a-.)u r n g ( a i ) ) n (dom(b^)u rngCBj)) then 'a-. M̂  n = 
- s ' t ^ r r n and ( i i i ) i f a^ 1^ m i s isomorphic to %x M" n 
then ^ H m - b-̂  M̂  . We put F » ^ a 1 ; a < £ X j U { < o , x > ; " x 
i s a-^-maxiraal for some a c X M j . Thus F s a t i s f i e s the above 
formulated condit ions '<*) - (c) i f we wr i t e F in s t ead of a'. 
By our assumption which *" has t o s a t i s f y the re i s a e ^ 
with a a F and we are done* 
We put 61* a $&# t E * fl*}% . Let us note t ha t Ol* 
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depends on the choice of A and an enumeration of A, but we 
shall neglect this dependence since all models of the form 
we deal with are isomorphic. 
Metatheorem. (L* is an interpretation of KM*" in TC + 
+ A51 + A61 and of KM" • A6 +• A7 in AST. 
Demonstration. We have C$ fc= A01 by the definition of 
E ^ and I* and the formula OC* )F=^ All is a consequence of 
the last but one lemma* For every ae A* there is X £ A ^ 
which is at most countable and with X ^ = (E# )"{a$ and hen-
ce the Ou -pairing, ft? -sum and Q? -infinity axioms fol-
lows from the last lemma. Using the previous results, we ha-
ve only to show the Q, -axiom of replacement and A81 * 
If F^# with Fnca {F &) and acA^ be given then by A61 we 
can choose Ts A* which is at most countable so that Y ^ * 
F^ and thus even the C& -axiom of replacement is a con-
sequence of the last lemma. If UtP [— (\/xca)(ilyca)(ycx)& 
& (3x)(xea) then we can construct X^domCa) with 'a"X = X 
which contradicts the condition (c) of the definition of A#" # 
We have shown that there is an interpretation of AST in 
KM"* + A6 + A7 and vice versa. Let us remind that in [M-SJ an 
interpretation Mc of KM" + V = L + V=*HCin KM" is const-
ructed in such a way that there is a well-ordering of =k -
classes (represented by a formula) such that every initial 
segment of this well-ordering is codable as a ^ -class. In 
particular, there is an interpretation of KM" • A6 + A7 in 
KM" and thus even the theories AST and KM" are alike strong 
in the sense of interpretability. Furthermore, considering 
the well-ordering in question, we get an interpretation of 
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AST + A62 in AST where A62 is the axiom corresponding to 
the schema of choice use e.g. in the second order arithme-
tic: 
A 62 Schema of choice. For every formula $(z,Z) we ac-
cept the axiom 
( V n £ F N ) ( £ l X ) $ (n,X) — > ( 3 Y) ( V n em) <$ (n,Ytt-fnj). 
Moreover, the previous considerations show also which 
axioms of the alternative set theory are for this theory 
specific in the sense of interpretability. As convenient we 
accepted the axioms of TC which express the essence of the 
theory of sets and classes and which are not specific for 
the alternative set theory since they are accepted e.g. in 
Kelley-Morse s axiomatization of Cantor s set theory. We 
have shown that there are only two candidates for really 
proper axioms of the alternative set theory - some kind of 
the prolongation axiom and some kind of the axiom of choice. 
We shall see later that some kind of the prolongation axiom 
is even necessary, but the essentiality of the axiom A61 re-
mains as an open problem. The axioms of GB-class and the a-
xiom of cardinalities are only auxiliar in the sense that 
the theory with these axioms can be modelled in the theory 
without them. Therefore, in particular, these axioms can be 
consistently added to other axioms of the alternative set 
theory (cf. the claims in § 1 and § 6 ch. ICV3). 
Remark 1. The countable model -{Def, EnDe-Ti^ is e-
lementarily equivalent to the model iV,Eir* ; on the other 
hand there is a lot of countable models which are not ele-
mentarily equivalent to -{V-El^ . Every countable model can 
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be reconstructed in OC* as £L* -set. The composition of 
interpretations d and &* ( * , say) is an interpretati-
on of AST in AST depending on the parameter (X (we have 
defined 01 as Ul( 01 ,B,Z)). Thus we can fix the parameter 
01 so that there is a set-formula $ such that the for-
mula <J> & ~i $ holds. On the other hand, we are able to 
choose 01 so that for every set-formula cp of the langua-
ge FL we have (V »=- cp} ~ (V ,=-- <j> )* and in this case the in-
terpretation * is faithful (cf. LV-HJ), i.e. for every for-
mula Y we have AST H .if iff AST h- ¥ * .To show this we 
are going to demonstrate AST I— Mf = T * . The model { V * , 
E * ,1* ? is elementarily equivalent to AV,-E3^ , we have 
A5, A5* and V 1= %&p*nt thence it suffices to use a result 
of the last section. 
Remark 2. We have demonstrated that KM~ and AST are mu-
tually interpretable. Using the same ideas we are able to show 
that GB~ and AST_2 + A21 + A22 are alike strong in the sense 
of interpretability, too. In fact, Oi is an interpretation 
of AST_2 • A21 in GB~ • A6 • A? + 01 f«- 2 & p ± n and further-
more FN"' is the minimal (w.r. t. s. ) class X such that 
( V x e X ) ( 3 y 6 X ) ( d »=- y * x+1) & ( f l x e X ) ( d ^ x = 0) & 
& x « % • 
By LSh 1J the theories GB~ and ZF~ are equiconsistent 
and hence even AST_2 + A21 • A22 is equiconsistent to ZF~. 
On the other hand, there is no interpretation of AST ~ • 
• A21 • k22> in ZF*" since such an interpretation would give 
an interpretation of GB* in ZF* which is absurd. (In detail -
GB is finitely axiomatizable and therefore there would be 
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a finite theory T£ZF such that GB and T could be inter-
preted one in the second one. Further, ZF" is a reflective 
theory and thence there would be in ZF" a model (which would 
be a set, of course) of T and thus there would be even a mo-
del of ZF", which contradicts Godel's theorem.) 
Remark 3. We dealt with set theories, but, of course, 
we can reformulate previous results to statements concerning 
arithmetic . Pesno arithmetic (k±) is mutually interpretable 
with ZFFi (this statement goes back to LSkl where a one-one 
correspondence between natural numbers and finite sets is 
constructed). KM-,* and the second order arithmetic (A^) can 
be interpreted one in the second one (this follows e.g. from 
[M-St] where mutual interpretability of KMFin with the schema 
of choice, ZF", A^ and Â , without schema of choice is proved 
using the results of [Z] and [B-H-Fj (cf. also LEj) because 
the interpretations of the last theory in KM^in
 and °£ ̂ Fin 
in KMFin with the schema of choice are trivial). Furthermore 
even the theories A^ and KM~ are alike strong in the sense of 
interpretability (A3 is mutually interpretable with KM" with 
the axiom and schema of choice by I M-Stj and the same is true 
for the lastly mentioned theory and KM" according to [M-Sj)# 
Let us note that a result of this kind concerning interpreta-
bility of GB F i n is described in LRiJ. 
Thus AST is mutually interpretable with A-v and AST-2> • 
• A21 • A22 is equiconsistent to A^, but there is no inter-
pretation of AST_2 • A21 + A22 in kv 
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§ 7. Non-interpretability* We are going to show that 
there are no interpretations of AST in some theories using 
the following result. 
Metatheorem. Let T be a theory stronger than TC, let 
S be a recursive theory and let *. be an interpretation of 
ZFFin + Con(S) in T. Then Th Con?(tf). 
Demonstration. Assuming that * . is an interpretation 
of All & A3 in T we define in T 
61(KfS)-s (VyeKHSet* (S»MyI) &(Vz)((zeys--(z€K& 
& SMz* e*S"*y$) & ( V z * ) t .3 z*K)(z* e* S" fyj -* 
~-*z* =* $»izt)))) 
B(x,X) s (3K,S)(ejL(K,S) & X£K & X = S*{x1> 
and proceeding in T we get the following statements. 
(a) (Vx€F7)(aK2>x)(.3S) O^K.S). 
If 0x(K,S) & (\/xgf(n))(x5 m—>xcK) then according to 
A3* there are K^S-^ with 9]L(K]L,S1) & (VxeP(n))(x^ m+1 -> 
—->-x€K,). Since even formulas with the symbol * form 
classes, our statement can be shown by double induction. 
(b) (x £(K1A KgnFv) & e1(K1,s1) & e 1 (K 2 , s 2 ) ) -^ 
—^SjMxJ » * S2"[xT . 
Let us suppose that our statement holds for every yex and 
let y* £* SJL'HXT. Then there is y£ x such that y* ** S1"-ty? 
according to the definition of 8^ and therefore y*=** 
-=^S2
M*\yT 5*S2"lx| by the assumption and thence 
y* e* SpMlx^ according to the % -equality axiom. Thus 
(Vy*)(y* a* S-̂ -tx̂  as y* s* S2
M(x^) and hence our state-
ment is a consequence of All** » 
(c) For every restricted formula v§ (Z^,...,Z ) we ha-
ve 
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( V x l f . . . f x n € F m v x 1 , . . . f x n ) ( ( e ( x l f x 1 ) & ... & 
& 0 (x n ,X n ) ) — > ( $ ( x l f . . . , x n ) s < | * ( X l f . . . f X n ) ) h 
I f xfy<sJ<V then by (a) there are K, S with @1(KfS) & 
& x , y e K and by the d e f i n i t i o n of 0-j we have SM-ix3 ^ 
<£?*S"<yisr x £ y . For every X, Y with 0(x fX) & ®(y fY) we 
have X =* Sw-fxj & I =-* S*My} according to (b) and thence 
X e * Y s x e y i s a consequence of Al l* and . ^ - e q u a l i t y a=-
xiom. Thus our statement can be shown by induc t ion w . r . t . 
the complexity of the formula $ • 
I f * i s an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Z F j ^ in T and i f we 
are able to f i x a constant d such tha t in T we have **d i s a 
f i n i t e proof of incons is tency of f i n i t e s S £f " then d € j*V 
and *. i s an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of ZFa* + ~i Con(S) by (a) and 
(c) ( l e t us r e a l i z e tha t i f r$ i s a r e s t r i c t e d formula and 
i f x c F / & 0 ( x , x * ) then ((i! y) § (x ,y) ) = {3 y € fV) <J> (x fy) 
and ( J y e F V ) $ (x f y)—> ( 3 y * ) $ * ( x * y * ) ) . Thus i f * i s 
an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n f u l f i l l i n g our assumptions then e i t h e r T 
is incons i s t en t or we cannot f i x a constant d as descr ibed 
above. 
Consequence. Let T be a theory s t ronger than TC, l e t S 
be a cons is ten t r ecurs ive theory s t ronger than TC and l e t 
T I— Con^C^ ) • Then there i s no i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of T in S# 
Demonstration. The composition, of the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
#2T and such an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ( r e s t r i c t e d to s e t s ) would 
give us an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Z-F™- * Con(S) in S. Hence a c -
cording to the l a s t metatheorem we would ob ta in S )— Con^Otf ) , 
however, t h i s con t r ad i c t s Godel s theorem. 
Theorem (TC • A51). The theory % % i n i a finitely 
consistent. 
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Proof. The class FV is at most countable since 
N - FN and according to the fact that &T is an inter-
pretation of KMFi in TC and KM o- Y 'i N. Hence according 
to A51 all subclasses of FV can be coded by sets. Therefo-
re the existence of a model of the theory ^ M$in follows 
from the metathecrem of the third section. 
Thus combining the previous results we see that there 
is no interpretation of AST in KM^in-
In the last section we showed that AST has an interpre-
tation in TC + A51 • A61 and further in § 4 we saw that the 
difference between AST and KM^in lies largely in the fact 
that in KMFin the negation of the axiom A52 is provable. 
Therefore it is natural to ask whether the axiom A52 is not 
strong enough for constitution of the alternative set theory, 
in particular, whether there is an interpretation of AST in 
TC + A52 + A61. The following result shows that this is not 
the case (it can be proved even in the theory AST-t- • A51 
and therefore there is no interpretation of AST-5 • A51 in 
A S T-5 • A52). 
Theorem (AST). The theory &CJ V_5 + A52 is finitely 
consistent. 
Proof. Fix oc e N-Fn and let T be the theory with the 
language € , -= , oc and as axioms of T we accept all sta-
tements of this language which are true in the model ^V,E]^ . 
Thus T is finitely consistent and hence there is a model 
CI ~ \ AfE,I,c* V
1 of S so that A is countable. Every 
subclass of A can be coded by a set using the axiom A5 and 
hence it is sufficient to realize that & is an interpre-
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t a t i o n of AST * • A52 i n AST. This follows from the f i r s t 
metatheorem of § 5 s ince F N ^ c i ^ lw-f^c i and ^ S e t a {Wta). 
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